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Abstract

In the vehicular ad hoc networks (VANET), various au-
thentication schemes have been proposed for secure com-
munications. However, the previous schemes are ineffi-
cient because each vehicle needs to share and keep a large
number of session keys for communicating with the other
vehicles on the VANET. To overcome the above drawback,
we propose a new authenticated communication scheme
for the VANET. In the proposed scheme, each vehicle
communicates with the other vehicles through the road-
side unit (RSU). Based upon this environment, each ve-
hicle only has to share a session key with the RSU to
communicate with different vehicles. Thus, the proposed
communication model can be simplified on the VANET.

Keywords: Authentication, elliptic curve cryptography,
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1 Introduction

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) [1, 3, 14, 17, 19, 21] is
a network architecture which combines ad hoc and wire-
less networks. The MANET does not require a fixed net-
work infrastructure to keep the network connection and
it is self-organized. In the MANET applications, a ve-
hicular ad hoc network (VANET) is the most popular
one because it provides a secure environment for vehicu-
lar communications. However, some characteristics of the
VANET are different from those of the MANET. For ex-
ample, the vehicle speed on the VANET is faster than the
mobile node in the MANET, and the network topology
of the VANET is deployed according to the direction of

roadway. The main goal of the VANET is to provide the
driving safety and comfortable to users. The applications
of the VANET can be divided into two parts: the Intel-
ligent Transportation system (ITS) application and the
comfortable application [5, 11, 13, 16].

Generally, the ITS is used to provide the transmission
safety of vehicle communications and increase the driv-
ing efficiency. The ITS applications include the control of
traffic flows, preventing the car collisions, analyzing the
traffic jams, evaluating the traffic situations, and deciding
the driving routes and so on. For example, a vehicle can
broadcast the accident message to caution the other in-
coming vehicles while a vehicle accident happens. Then,
the incoming vehicles can select other driving routes to
prevent this traffic jam so the possibility of the traffic
accident can be reduced.

Besides, the comfortable application on the VANET
is to provide the network connections for vehicles so the
passengers in vehicles can derive some electronic services.
For example, the passenger can easily download the elec-
tronic music, games, and E-mails in a vehicle.

From the business or commercial point of view, the
VANET has the commercial potential for many ap-
plications so it becomes a popular research in recent
years. For the communication security, many secure
communication schemes for the VANET have been pro-
posed [5, 12, 13, 16]. For traffic control on the VANET, Li
et al. [11] proposed a secure model with three communica-
tion schemes based on ID-based cryptography [10, 15, 20]
and the blind digital signature schemes [2, 4, 18]. In addi-
tion, they also proposed an entertainment service scheme
with privacy preservation for the VANET.

However, we found that Li et al.’s communication
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model for traffic control is too complicated and ineffi-
cient. This is because that each vehicle needs to share
and keep a large number of session keys for communicat-
ing with the other vehicles in their scheme. Moreover, Li
et al.’s communication model is impractical because a ve-
hicle needs to perform different communication schemes
to communicate with different roles on the VANET. Be-
sides, their entertainment service scheme is also inefficient
and impractical because it has unnecessary communica-
tions between the vehicle and the service provider.

To overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks, we pro-
pose an efficient authenticated communication scheme for
the VANET. In the proposed scheme, a vehicle commu-
nicates with the other vehicles through the roadside unit
(RSU), which is set on the roadside to broadcast and
receive messages for vehicles. Based upon this environ-
ment, a vehicle only needs to share a session key with
the RSU to communicate with a large number of vehi-
cles. Besides, the proposed scheme integrates Li et al.’s
three communication schemes so the infrastructure of the
proposed scheme is more practical and simpler for the
VANET.

Besides, we also propose an entertainment service
scheme for the VANET without involving the service
provider. In the proposed service scheme, the function of
the service provider is integrated into the RSU . There-
fore, the communication and computation costs can be
drastically reduced when the passenger requires the en-
tertainment services in a vehicle. According to the above-
mentioned advantages, the proposed scheme is more effi-
cient and practical than the previously proposed schemes
for the VANET.

2 The Related Work

In this section, we briefly describe Li et al.’s scheme [11]
and its drawbacks.

2.1 Li et al.’s Scheme

There are three roles in Li et al.’s scheme: the vehicle, the
roadside unit (RSU), and the service provider. In this
system, each vehicle is equipped with a mobile device to
communicate with the other vehicles and the RSU . The
RSU is responsible for broadcasting traffic information or
entertainment applications to the vehicles. And, the ser-
vice provider is responsible for providing some entertain-
ment services to passengers in a vehicle. In [11], Li et al.
proposed three communication models for the VANET:
the vehicle-to-vehicle communication, the vehicle-to-RSU
communication, and the RSU-to-vehicle communication
models. Besides, Li et al. also proposed a secure and ef-
ficient communication scheme with privacy preservation
(SECSPP) for entertainment applications on the VANET.
The notations used in Li et al.’s schemes are shown in Ta-
ble 1. Now, we describe Li et al.’s schemes as follows.

2.1.1 The Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communication
Scheme

Assume that a vehicle Vi wants to communication with
another vehicle Vj , the detailed steps are shown as follows.

1) Vi selects a random number a and tag#. Next, Vi

computes M = C ⊕ (tag#||IDVi
||IDVj

||TVi
||a) and

C = (ID2
Vi

)H(TVi
||r)KVi , where TVi is a timestamp, r

is the roadway section, and KVi is the secret key of
Vi.

2) Vi broadcasts H ′(SK) ⊕ (tag#, IDVi
, IDVj

, hop,
r, TVj

, M) to the vehicles within Vi’s transmission
range, where H ′(SK) is the shared secret key in the
network.

3) After receiving H ′(SK) ⊕ (tag#, IDVi , IDVj , hop, r,
TVj ,M), Vj decrypts the message by H ′(SK). Then,

Vj computes C ′ = (ID2
Vi

)H(TVi
||r)KVi to reveal S.

And, Vj checks the validity of hop and IDVj
. If they

are valid, then Vj selects a random number b to com-
pute a session key KVj ,Vi

= H(a||b||0).

4) Vj sends H ′(SK) ⊕ (tag#, IDVi
, IDVj

, TVj
, r, S′)

to Vi, where M ′ = C ′ ⊕ (tag#||IDVi ||IDS

||TVi ||r||b||MAC) and MAC = H(KVj ,Vi ; a + 1).

5) After receiving H ′(SK) ⊕ (tag#, IDVi , IDVj , TVj ,
r, S′), A reveals (tag#, IDVi

, IDVj
, TVj

, r||b||MAC).
Then, Vi can compute the session key KVi,Vj

=
H(a||b||0) and verifies the correctness of MAC. If the
above verifications hold, then Vi and Vj can share a
common session key and use it to communicate with
each other.

2.1.2 The Vehicle-to-RSU Communication
Scheme

Assume that an ambulance VA transmits an emergency
signal to the RSU , then VA can control traffic lights on
its way to a hospital. The detailed steps are shown as
follows.

1) VA generates a random number a to compute
M = C ⊕ (ES||IDVA

||IDR ||TVi
||a) and C =

(ID2
R)H(TVA

||r)KVA , where IDR is the identity of
RSU , ES is the emergency signal, and KA is the
secret key. Then, VA sends H ′(SK) ⊕ (ES, IDVA

,
IDR, r, TVA

, M) to R.

2) Upon receiving the above messages, R reveals the
message by H ′(SK) and checks the validity of VA.
If the above verification is correct, then RSU com-
putes C ′ = (ID2

VA
)H(TVA

||r)KR to reveal S. After-
ward, RSU selects a random number b to compute
the session key KR,VA

(a||b||0).

3) RSU sends H ′(SK) ⊕ (ES, IDR, IDVA
, r, TR,

S′) to A, where M ′ = C ′ ⊕ (ES||IDR||IDVA

||TR||r||b||MAC) and MAC = H(KR,VA
||a + 1).
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Table 1: The notations of Li et al.’s scheme

IDX The identity of the entity X
PK ′SSKS The public/private key of the service provider

KX The secret key of the entity X
tag# An unique tag number for a request
hop The number of hops

r The identity of roadway section
ES An emergency signal

MAC The message authentication code
H(·) A collision-free and public one-way hash function
MX The receipt of the service access for the vehicle X
TX A timestamp generated by the entity X

H(SK) The group secret key shared among all nodes in the VANET
|| The concatenation operation

EPKS
{·} The asymmetric encryption function using the public key

DSKS
{·} The asymmetric decryption function using the private key

4) After receiving the above messages, VA uses H ′(SK)
and C to reveal (ES||IDR||IDVA

||TB ||r||b||MAC).
Next, VA computes KVA,R = (a||b||0) to verify the
correctness of MAC. If the above verifications are
correct, then VA and RSU can use the session key to
communicate with each other.

2.1.3 The RSU-to-Vehicle Communication
Scheme

Assume that RSU wants to update the shared group key
H ′(SK) to all vehicles within its transmission range, and
then the detailed steps are shown as follows.

1) RSU generates a new shared key c and nonceR.
Next, the RSU broadcasts the following message
H ′(SK) ⊕ (Update Key, Ht−1(SK), IDR, r, TR,
nonceR) to all vehicles in its transmission range.

2) After Vi receiving the following message: H ′(SK)⊕
(Update Key,Ht−1(SK), IDR, r, TR, nonceR), then
Vi can decrypt it by using H ′(SK). Next, Vi ver-
ifies the shared key Ht−1(SK) by checking if the
equation H ′(SK) = H(Ht−1(SK)) holds or not. If
the equation holds, then Vi updates the shared key
with Ht−1(SK) and broadcasts the following mes-
sage Ht−1(SK)⊕ (IDVi , TVi , r, nonceR + 1) to RSU .

3) After receiving Ht−1(SK) ⊕ (IDVi
, TVi

, r, nonceR +
1), RSU can obtain (IDVi

, TVi
, r, nonceR + 1) by

Ht−1(SK)⊕ (IDVi , TVi , r, nonceR + 1)⊕Ht−1(SK).
Then, RSU verifies if (nonceR + 1) is correct or not.
If it is correct, then RSU knows that Vi has updated
its shared key.

2.2 The Drawbacks of Li et al.’s Scheme

For the traffic control, Li et al. proposed a communication
model containing three schemes: the vehicle-to-vehicle,

the vehicle-to-RSU, and the RSU-to-vehicle communica-
tion schemes. However, this model is too complicated and
inefficient. For example, in Li et al.’s vehicle-to-vehicle
scheme, a vehicle Vi needs to share a session key and keep
it to communicate with another vehicle Vj . If Vi wants to
communicate with a large amount of vehicles, then Vi also
needs to share and keep a large number of session keys for
different vehicles. To communicate with RSU , the vehi-
cle Vi also needs to share another session key with RSU .
This drawback increases the communication and compu-
tation costs of each vehicle in Li et al.’s communication
model for the VANET. In addition, to communicate with
another vehicle or RSU , each vehicle needs to perform
three different schemes. This drawback also makes Li et
al.’s model impractical for the VANET.

3 The Proposed Scheme

For the traffic control on the VANET, Li et al. pro-
posed a model containing three communication schemes
as follows: the vehicle-to-vehicle, the vehicle-to-RSU, and
the RSU-to-vehicle communication schemes. However,
we point out that this model is inefficient and imprac-
tical in Subsection 2.3. If a vehicle Vi can communi-
cate with the other vehicles through RSU , then Vi only
needs to share and keep one session key for RSU on the
VANET. Based upon this conception, we propose an effi-
cient vehicle-RSU-vehicle communication scheme for the
VANET in this section. Then, Li et al.’s three communi-
cation schemes can be simply simplified by the proposed
scheme. Therefore, the proposed communication model
for the traffic control on the VANET is more efficient and
simpler than Li et al.’s model.

Table 2 shows the notations used in the proposed
schemes. Now, we present the proposed schemes as fol-
lows.

Before describing the proposed scheme, we define some
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Table 2: The Notations of the proposed scheme

IDX The identity of the entity X
KVi

A pre-shared key shared between a vehicle Vi and RSU
M The transmitted message such as traffic information and emergency signal
TX A timestamp generated by the entity X

H(·) A secure one-way hash function
ES The entertainment service such as online music and movies
x The secret key of RSU
|| The concatenation operation

notations as follows. In the proposed scheme, the system
chooses Ep(a, b): y2 = x3 + ax + b(modp) over a prime
finite field Fp with the order n, where a, b ∈ Fp, p > 3,
and 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0(modp) [6, 7, 8, 9]. Then, the system
selects x ∈ Zn∗ to be the secret key of RSU and computes
X = x∗Q to be the public key of RSU , where Q is a base
point over Ep and ”*” is the point multiplication over Ep.
When a vehicle Vi wants to join into the proposed system,
Vi first registers with RSU . Then, RSU generates a pre-
shared key KVi = H(IDVi ||x) for Vi, and thus Vi can use
KVi

to communicate with RSU .

Assume that Vi wants to send the message M to an-
other vehicle Vj , then Vi broadcasts M and some authen-
tication information to RSU . Then, RSU can authenti-
cate the source and the validity of M using the pre-shared
key KVi . Also, RSU generates a signature for M using
ECDSA [7] and broadcasts it to Vj . Finally, Vj can ver-
ify the signature to authenticate the validity of M . The
detailed steps are shown as follows.

1) Vi broadcasts {IDVi .IDVj ,M, TVi ,KVi⊕H(M ||TVi)}
to all vehicles and the RSU within its transmission
range.

2) After receiving the above message, Vj does not need
to authenticate it immediately. Vj just stores this
message into its database until it receives the authen-
ticated message from RSU . If Vj does not receive
the authenticated message in a pre-defined expira-
tion time, then it discards this message.

3) After receiving {IDVi
, IDVj

, M , TVi
, KVi

⊕
H(M ||TVi

)}, RSU computes K ′Vi
= H(IDVi

||x) ac-
cording to IDVi

. RSU computes H ′(M ||TVi
) =

K ′Vi
⊕ KVi ⊕ H(M ||TVi). Then, RSU checks if the

equation H ′(M ||TVi) = H(M ||TVi) holds. If it holds,
then RSU authenticates the validity of M and TVi

.

4) RSU randomly selects an integer t ∈ Z∗n and
computes T = t ∗ Q = (x1, y1), where x1 and
y1 are x-coordinate and y-coordinate of T , respec-
tively. RSU computes r = x1 mod n and s =
t−1 · [H(M ||TR) + x · t] mod n. Finally, RSU broad-
casts {IDR, IDVj

,M, (r, s), TR} to all vehicles within
its transmission range.

5) After receiving the above authenticated message, Vj

checks whether the received message is in its database
or not. If the message exists, then Vj computes the
following H(M ||TR) · s−1 mod n, r · s−1 mod n, and
(H(M ||TR) ·s−1)∗Q+(r ·s−1)∗X = (x′1, y

′
1). Then,

RSU computes r′ = x′1 mod n and checks if r′ = r
holds. If it holds, then Vj confirms that the message
is really sent from Vi and M is valid.

Figure 1 illustrates the steps of the proposed vehicle-
RSU-vehicle communication scheme. To broadcast a large
number of vehicles and RSU , a vehicle only needs to share
and keep one session key with RSU in our scheme. There-
fore, the proposed scheme greatly reduces the communi-
cation loads and computation costs.

Based on the proposed scheme, if RSU wants to broad-
cast a message M to a vehicle Vi, we only need to perform
the similar steps according to Step 1 and Step 3. For
example, the RSU replaces {IDVi

, IDVj
,M, TVi

,KVi
⊕

H(M ||TVi
)} with {IDR, IDVj

,M, TR,KVi
⊕ H(M ||TR)}

in Step 1, and then RSU broadcasts it in its broadcast
range. Then, Vi can authenticate M by KVi according
to the verification equations in Step 3. Note that only
the correct Vi can verify the validity of M . Similarly, if
Vi wants to broadcast a message to RSU , then Vi only
needs to perform Step 1 and Step 3 by replacing some
messages. Therefore, we successfully simplify Li et al.’s
three schemes into the proposed vehicle-RSU-vehicle com-
munication scheme.

4 The Security Analysis

To analyze the security of the two proposed schemes, we
discuss some possible attacks as follows.

Replay attack. Assume that an attacker wiretaps the
communications between the vehicles in the pro-
posed vehicle-RSU-vehicle scheme, then the attacker
can obtain {IDVi , IDVj ,M, TVi ,KVi ⊕ H(M ||TVi)}.
Furthermore, the attacker wants to re-broadcast
the following message {IDVi

.IDVj
,M, T ′Vi

,KVi
⊕

H(M ||TVi
)} at the time T ′Vi

. However, this attack
cannot work because RSU computes KVi and checks
if H(M ||T ′Vi

) is equal to H(M ||TVi). Then, RSU can
discover that the message {IDVi

, IDVj
,M, T ′Vi

,KVi
⊕
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Figure 1: The proposed scheme

H(M ||TVi
)} is sent by the attacker because of

H(M ||T ′Vi
) 6= H(M ||TVi

). Hence, this attack is in-
feasible for the proposed scheme.

Impersonation attack. Assume that an attacker wants
to impersonate the vehicle Vi to broadcast
the following message {IDVi

, IDVj
,M∗, T ∗Vi

,K∗Vi
⊕

H(M∗||T ∗Vi
)} in the proposed vehicle-RSU-vehicle

scheme, then he/she selects a random number
x∗ ∈ Zn∗ to compute the pre-shared key K∗Vi

=
H(IDVi ||x∗). In addition, the attacker broad-
casts {IDVi , IDVj ,M

∗, T ∗Vi
,K∗Vi

⊕H(M∗||T ∗Vi
)}. Af-

ter receiving the message, RSU computes KVi
=

H(IDVi
||x) and checks if H(M∗||T ∗Vi

) is equal
to KVi

⊕ K∗Vi
⊕ H(M∗||T ∗Vi

) or not. Ob-
viously, RSU can discover that the message
{IDVi , IDVj ,M

∗, T ∗Vi
,K∗Vi

⊕ H(M∗||T ∗Vi
)} is broad-

casted by the attacker because K∗Vi
6= KVi

. There-
fore, this attack is impossible for the vehicle-RSU-
vehicle scheme.

Outsider attack. Assume that an attacker wants to
obtain the symmetric key KVi

, then he/she inter-
cepts the communication between a vehicle Vi and
RSU to get the messages {IDVi , IDVj ,M, TVi ,KVi⊕
H(M ||TVi

)}. However, it is infeasible to derive the
symmetric key KVi

because the attacker does not
know the secret key x of the RSU , where KVi

=
H(IDVi

||x). To compute KVi
, the attacker has to

know the secret key x. Hence, the outsider attack is
impossible for the proposed scheme.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an efficient authenticated com-
munication scheme for the traffic control on the VANET.
In the proposed scheme, a vehicle communicates with the
other vehicles through RSU . Based upon this idea, a vehi-
cle only needs to share one session key with RSU to com-
municate with the other vehicles in the proposed schemes.
In addition, the communication model of the proposed
schemes is simpler than that of Li et al.’s schemes. There-
fore, the proposed schemes are more efficient and practical
than the previously proposed schemes for the VANET.
In the future, we will investigate a new communication
scheme without using the elliptic curve cryptosystem so
the vehicle communications on the VANET can become
more efficient in practice.
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